
From: shashiharsha shashiharsha@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: Ride to South America

Date: March 16, 2015 at 8:13 AM
To: Carlos Nagel cnagel6@cox.net

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
I am very much pleased to know about your east coast motor cycle trip. Please let me know in advance so that we can get together at some point. Please
keep in touch. 
Thanks
Harsha

-------- Original message --------
From: Carlos Nagel
Date:03/14/2015 11:20 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: Shashi Vardhan
Subject: Re: Ride to South America

Hi Harsha,

Nothing has happened since my last update except that Brian Kunzelman decided not to go on the trip.   Since I have no commitment from
you and the others, that means that only Brian Gravely and me are the two 100% confirmed.  We were thinking on  planning an east cost
(New York, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Vermont and Maine) ride this summer to get all of us acquainted.  We will let you know.

stay tuned!!   best regards,

Carlos.

On Mar 14, 2015, at 9:28 PM, Shashi Vardhan <shashiharsha@yahoo.com> wrote:

Hi Carlos,
Hope everything is alright with you guys. I haven't heard any updates regarding the motorcycle trips. Please update
the latest information.

Thank you,
Harsha

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad

At Dec 29, 2014, 7:16:01 PM, Carlos Nagel<'cnagel6@cox.net'> wrote:

????
On Dec 29, 2014, at 11:28 AM, shashiharsha <shashiharsha@yahoo.com>wrote:

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
-------- Original message --------
From: Carlos Nagel
Date:12/27/2014 12:14 PM (GMT-06:00)
To: "Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities"
Cc:shashiharsha@yahoo.com,Brian Kunzelmann ,"Brian Graveley (briangraveley@arieschem.com)"
,avkgf@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: Ride to South America
Here are a few good ones… you can search for more././.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85VErvTqgWc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmvz6XpwAa0Peru
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LR1NPwvcCT8
On Dec 27, 2014, at 8:47 AM, Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities
<Carlos.Nagel@us.nestle.com>wrote:

Hi Harsha, thanks for the good wishes and Happy Holidays for you and your family too..
same thing for your brother and his family. Hi Ashoka, welcome to the group.
Quick update:

????
On Dec 29, 2014, at 11:28 AM, shashiharsha <shashiharsha@yahoo.com>wrote:

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
-------- Original message --------
From: Carlos Nagel
Date:12/27/2014 12:14 PM (GMT-06:00)
To: "Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities"
Cc:shashiharsha@yahoo.com,Brian Kunzelmann ,"Brian Graveley (briangraveley@arieschem.com)"
,avkgf@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: Ride to South America
Here are a few good ones… you can search for more././.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85VErvTqgWc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmvz6XpwAa0Peru
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LR1NPwvcCT8
On Dec 27, 2014, at 8:47 AM, Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities

abcdef
Carlos R. Nagel
Utilities Manager/Engineer
Nestle Infant Nutrition
Gerber Products Company
4301 Harriet Lane
Fort Smith, AR 72904
Office (479) 709-1770

See More
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Office (479) 709-1770
Cell (479)-221-3556

From: shashiharsha@yahoo.com [mailto:shashiharsha@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Saturday, December 27, 2014 7:09 AM
To: Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities
Cc: Brian Kunzelmann; Brian Graveley (briangraveley@arieschem.com); cnagel6@cox.net
Subject: Re: Ride to South America
Hi this is Harsha vardhan from New York. Happy Holidays to everybody.My preferred
dates for South American motor cycle trip will be September Or Jan of 2016.It is difficult
to get time off during November and December .I have to inform my employer way ahead
of time.And another thing is I am planning to ride two up on my Honda gold wing gl1800.
Since my Brother is an medical doctor, he has to plan ahead of the time. My brother's name
is Dr.Ashoka vardhan and his email address is avkgf@yahoo.com. Pl include him in email
address. Any suggestion and advise about this trip will be highly appreciated. let us stay
together and make this motor cycle trip to South America great success. Hope to hear from
everybody.GOOD LUCK.
HARSHA
Sent from my iPad

On Dec 9, 2014, at 1:42 PM, "Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities"
<Carlos.Nagel@us.nestle.com> wrote:

I spent a couple of hours last night on this e-mail but I think it is important
that we start communicating and planning. I’m sending this email only to
those seriously interested on this trip. Please read in detail all the postings
and post some information of your own.
FYI… attached are a couple of recent e-mails. Please reply to all.
Brian Gravely invited us to a pre-ride in the NY Adirondacks early next fall
for a “get to know each other” type reunion… I think that’s a great idea.
Thanks Brian.
Where do we start the journey? where are we aiming to go?

· I gather that most everyone is aiming to ship the bikes to
Cartagena, Colombia rather than ride through central America…. I’m
ok with that… (Comments ??)
· I’m open to any side trips, however this will extend the journey. The
side trip to Machu-Pichu is a must.
· will go south as long as the ride schedule permits (or the weather
permits).
· Those who need to return to USA ahead of the group must make
arrangements on their own.
· Others may decide to continue longer. I’m ok with that.. (comments
??)

How long are we traveling?
· Carlos: I will be retired, I can go for as long it takes… I hear 5
weeks? .. I’m ok with that.. (comments ??)
· Brian G:
· Brian K:
· Harsha:

Departure date: I don’t think we should go before November –December
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Departure date: I don’t think we should go before November –December
2015. We must aim to the lowest rainfall throughout the country/journey and
hit the high Andes passes on the dry months.

· please look at the circled and highlighted rainfall amounts.
December –January looks good
· Summer in the southern hemisphere is January-April

, we want to stay in the yellow, orange of light blues… stay away from the
dark blues! .. (comments ??)

See More

x-redundant-cluster-toggle://1


From: Carlos Nagel cnagel6@cox.net
Subject: Re: Ride to South America

Date: March 14, 2015 at 10:20 PM
To: Shashi Vardhan shashiharsha@yahoo.com

Hi Harsha,

Nothing has happened since my last update except that Brian Kunzelman decided not to go on the trip.   Since I have no commitment from 
you and the others, that means that only Brian Gravely and me are the two 100% confirmed.  We were thinking on  planning an east cost 
(New York, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Vermont and Maine) ride this summer to get all of us acquainted.  We will let you know.

stay tuned!!   best regards,

Carlos.

On Mar 14, 2015, at 9:28 PM, Shashi Vardhan <shashiharsha@yahoo.com> wrote:

Hi Carlos,
Hope everything is alright with you guys. I haven't heard any updates regarding the motorcycle trips. Please update 
the latest information.

Thank you,
Harsha

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad

At Dec 29, 2014, 7:16:01 PM, Carlos Nagel<'cnagel6@cox.net'> wrote:

See More
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From: Shashi Vardhan shashiharsha@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: Ride to South America

Date: March 14, 2015 at 9:31 PM
To: cnagel6@cox.net

Hi Carlos,
Hope everything is alright with you guys. I haven't heard any updates regarding the motorcycle trips. Please update
the latest information.

Thank you,
Harsha

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad

At Dec 29, 2014, 7:16:01 PM, Carlos Nagel<'cnagel6@cox.net'> wrote:

????
On Dec 29, 2014, at 11:28 AM, shashiharsha <shashiharsha@yahoo.com> wrote:

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
-------- Original message --------
From: Carlos Nagel
Date:12/27/2014 12:14 PM (GMT-06:00)
To: "Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities"
Cc: shashiharsha@yahoo.com,Brian Kunzelmann ,"Brian Graveley (briangraveley@arieschem.com)"
,avkgf@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: Ride to South America
Here are a few good ones… you can search for more././.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85VErvTqgWc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmvz6XpwAa0 Peru
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LR1NPwvcCT8
On Dec 27, 2014, at 8:47 AM, Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities <Carlos.Nagel@us.nestle.com>
wrote:

Hi Harsha, thanks for the good wishes and Happy Holidays for you and your family too..
same thing for your brother and his family. Hi Ashoka, welcome to the group.
Quick update:

1. Unfortunately Brian Kunzelman is no longer going with us…
2. I will be retired, so I can go at any time. However, we (as a team) have to come
up with a departure date, I will let Brian Gravely get his concerns/comments in…
3. Remember we have to get through tropical zones with lots of rain,best if we hit
those areas at the low rainy season…
4. Not all roads will be paved, we will be on dirt and sand roads, especially if we
take side trips. I think your 1800cc Goldwing is great for paved roads, but you will
have a hard time on dirt/sand roads, especially two up (that’s just my opinion
though). I will try to send you some links to videos of potential dirt roads we may
hit, hopefully this weekend.

Regards,
Carlos

????
On Dec 29, 2014, at 11:28 AM, shashiharsha <shashiharsha@yahoo.com> wrote:

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
-------- Original message --------
From: Carlos Nagel
Date:12/27/2014 12:14 PM (GMT-06:00)
To: "Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities"
Cc: shashiharsha@yahoo.com,Brian Kunzelmann ,"Brian Graveley (briangraveley@arieschem.com)"
,avkgf@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: Ride to South America
Here are a few good ones… you can search for more././.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85VErvTqgWc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmvz6XpwAa0 Peru
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LR1NPwvcCT8
On Dec 27, 2014, at 8:47 AM, Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities <Carlos.Nagel@us.nestle.com>
wrote:

Hi Harsha, thanks for the good wishes and Happy Holidays for you and your family too..
same thing for your brother and his family. Hi Ashoka, welcome to the group.
Quick update:

1. Unfortunately Brian Kunzelman is no longer going with us…
2. I will be retired, so I can go at any time. However, we (as a team) have to come
up with a departure date, I will let Brian Gravely get his concerns/comments in…
3. Remember we have to get through tropical zones with lots of rain,best if we hit
those areas at the low rainy season…
4. Not all roads will be paved, we will be on dirt and sand roads, especially if we
take side trips. I think your 1800cc Goldwing is great for paved roads, but you will
have a hard time on dirt/sand roads, especially two up (that’s just my opinion
though). I will try to send you some links to videos of potential dirt roads we may
hit, hopefully this weekend.

Regards,
Carlos

abcdef
Carlos R. Nagel
Utilities Manager/Engineer
Nestle Infant Nutrition
Gerber Products Company
4301 Harriet Lane
Fort Smith, AR 72904
Office (479) 709-1770
Cell (479)-221-3556

From: shashiharsha@yahoo.com [mailto:shashiharsha@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Saturday, December 27, 2014 7:09 AM
To: Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities
Cc: Brian Kunzelmann; Brian Graveley (briangraveley@arieschem.com); cnagel6@cox.net
Subject: Re: Ride to South America
Hi this is Harsha vardhan from New York. Happy Holidays to everybody.My preferred dates
for South American motor cycle trip will be September Or Jan of 2016.It is difficult to get
time off during November and December .I have to inform my employer way ahead of
time.And another thing is I am planning to ride two up on my Honda gold wing gl1800.
Since my Brother is an medical doctor, he has to plan ahead of the time. My brother's name
is Dr.Ashoka vardhan and his email address is avkgf@yahoo.com. Pl include him in email
address. Any suggestion and advise about this trip will be highly appreciated. let us stay
together and make this motor cycle trip to South America great success. Hope to hear from
everybody.GOOD LUCK.
HARSHA
Sent from my iPad

On Dec 9, 2014, at 1:42 PM, "Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities"
<Carlos.Nagel@us.nestle.com> wrote:

See More
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<Carlos.Nagel@us.nestle.com> wrote:

I spent a couple of hours last night on this e-mail but I think it is important that
we start communicating and planning. I’m sending this email only to those
seriously interested on this trip. Please read in detail all the postings and post
some information of your own.
FYI… attached are a couple of recent e-mails. Please reply to all.
Brian Gravely invited us to a pre-ride in the NY Adirondacks early next fall for
a “get to know each other” type reunion… I think that’s a great idea. Thanks
Brian.
Where do we start the journey? where are we aiming to go?

· I gather that most everyone is aiming to ship the bikes to Cartagena,
Colombia rather than ride through central America…. I’m ok with
that… (Comments ??)
· I’m open to any side trips, however this will extend the journey. The
side trip to Machu-Pichu is a must.
· will go south as long as the ride schedule permits (or the weather
permits).
· Those who need to return to USA ahead of the group must make
arrangements on their own.
· Others may decide to continue longer. I’m ok with that.. (comments
??)

How long are we traveling?
· Carlos: I will be retired, I can go for as long it takes… I hear 5 weeks?
.. I’m ok with that.. (comments ??)
· Brian G:
· Brian K:
· Harsha:

Departure date: I don’t think we should go before November –December
2015. We must aim to the lowest rainfall throughout the country/journey and
hit the high Andes passes on the dry months.

· please look at the circled and highlighted rainfall amounts. December
–January looks good
· Summer in the southern hemisphere is January-April

, we want to stay in the yellow, orange of light blues… stay away from the
dark blues! .. (comments ??)

See More
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From: Carlos Nagel cnagel6@cox.net
Subject: Re: Ride to South America

Date: December 29, 2014 at 6:16 PM
To: shashiharsha shashiharsha@yahoo.com

????

On Dec 29, 2014, at 11:28 AM, shashiharsha <shashiharsha@yahoo.com> wrote:

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device

-------- Original message --------
From: Carlos Nagel
Date:12/27/2014 12:14 PM (GMT-06:00)
To: "Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities"
Cc: shashiharsha@yahoo.com,Brian Kunzelmann ,"Brian Graveley (briangraveley@arieschem.com)" ,avkgf@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: Ride to South America

Here are a few good ones…   you can search for more././.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85VErvTqgWc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmvz6XpwAa0     Peru

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LR1NPwvcCT8

On Dec 27, 2014, at 8:47 AM, Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities <Carlos.Nagel@us.nestle.com> wrote:

Hi Harsha, thanks for the good wishes and Happy Holidays for you  and your family too..   
same thing for your brother and his family.  Hi Ashoka, welcome to the group.
 
Quick update:
 

1.       Unfortunately Brian Kunzelman is no longer going with us…  
2.       I will be retired, so I can go at any time.  However, we (as a team) have to come up 

with a departure date, I will let Brian Gravely get his concerns/comments in…   
3.       Remember we have to get through tropical zones with lots of rain, best if we hit 

those areas at the low rainy season…
4.       Not all roads will be paved, we will be on dirt and sand roads, especially if we take 

side trips.  I think your 1800cc Goldwing is great for paved roads, but you will have a 
hard time on dirt/sand roads, especially two up  (that’s just my opinion though).  I will 
try to send you some links to videos of potential dirt roads we may hit, hopefully this 
weekend. 

 
Regards,
 
Carlos
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Carlos R. Nagel
Utilities Manager/Engineer
Nestle Infant Nutrition
Gerber Products Company  
4301 Harriet Lane
Fort Smith, AR 72904
Office (479) 709-1770
Cell    (479)-221-3556
 

 
From: shashiharsha@yahoo.com [mailto:shashiharsha@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Saturday, December 27, 2014 7:09 AM
To: Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities
Cc: Brian Kunzelmann; Brian Graveley (briangraveley@arieschem.com); cnagel6@cox.net
Subject: Re: Ride to South America
 
Hi this is Harsha vardhan from New York. Happy Holidays to everybody.My preferred dates 
for South American motor cycle trip will be September Or Jan of 2016.It is difficult to get time 
off during November  and December .I have to inform my employer way ahead of time.And 
another thing is  I am planning to ride two up on my Honda gold wing gl1800. Since my  
Brother is an medical doctor, he has to plan ahead of the time. My brother's name is Dr.Ashoka 
vardhan and his email address is avkgf@yahoo.com. Pl include him in email address. Any 
suggestion and advise about this trip will be highly appreciated. let us stay together and make 
this motor cycle trip to South America great success. Hope to hear from everybody.GOOD 
LUCK.
HARSHA
Sent from my iPad

On Dec 9, 2014, at 1:42 PM, "Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities" 
<Carlos.Nagel@us.nestle.com> wrote:

 
I spent a couple of hours last night on this e-mail but I think it is important that 
we start communicating and planning.  I’m sending this email only to those 
seriously interested on this trip.    Please read in detail all the postings and post 
some information of your own.  
 
FYI…  attached are a couple of recent e-mails. Please reply to all.
 
Brian Gravely invited us to a pre-ride in the NY Adirondacks early next fall for a 
“get to know each other” type reunion…    I think that’s a great idea.  Thanks 
Brian.
 
Where do we start the journey?     where are we aiming to go?
 

·         I gather that most everyone is aiming to ship the bikes to Cartagena, 
Colombia rather than ride through central America…. I’m ok with that…   
(Comments ??)
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(Comments ??)
·         I’m open to any side trips,  however this will extend the journey.   The 

side trip to Machu-Pichu is a must.
·         will go south as long as the ride schedule permits (or the weather 

permits).     
·         Those who need to return to USA ahead of the group must make 

arrangements on their own.
·         Others may decide to continue longer.    I’m ok with that..  (comments 

??)
 
How long are we traveling?
 

·         Carlos:                  I will be retired, I can go for as long it takes…    I hear 
5 weeks?  .. I’m ok with that..  (comments ??)

·         Brian G:
·         Brian K:
·         Harsha:

 
Departure date:    I don’t think we should go before November –December 
2015.  We must aim to the lowest rainfall throughout the country/journey and hit 
the high Andes passes on the dry months.

·         please look at the circled and highlighted rainfall amounts.   December –
January looks good

·         Summer in the southern hemisphere is January-April
 
, we want to stay in the yellow, orange of light blues… stay away from the dark 
blues!  ..  (comments ??)
 
<image004.jpg>
When can you go?

·         Carlos:                  Any time after I retire!   After October?  November? ..  
(comments ??)

·         Brian G:
·         Brian K:
·         Harsha:

 
Type of bikes: 

·         Must strive to get common denominator among all bikes if by all means 
possible (spare parts, repair manuals, etc) .  

·         Dual sports are the best. 
·         Will follow the Pan-American Highway North to South, but will take side 

trips, some on dirt and sand roads.
·         Two up is fine, but the load will be very heavy, especially on dirt and 

sand roads. 
 
Passports, Visas and bike documents: 

·         No need for visas if you have a US passport, they will stamp a 
temporary 30 day entry to the country @ the entry point.   



temporary 30 day entry to the country @ the entry point.   
·         With other (non USA) passports you need to call the each of the 

consulates and request information or a visa ahead of time.
·         Some countries may require a fee, others not. 

 
Hotels, hostels, bread & b’ fasts?  -

·         will stay away from motels…  in south America “motels” are for “quick” 
dates only… you get charged by the hour!  

·         hostels and BB’s are fine.
·          It is a good idea to take a tent and a good/warm sleeping bag in case 

we need to camp by roadside. 
·         We will learn as we go of what our needs would be, but a mini camp  

cook stove and



From: Carlos Nagel cnagel6@cox.net
Subject: Re: Ride to South America

Date: December 28, 2014 at 9:33 AM
To: Chris Graveley cgraveley8@gmail.com
Cc: Brian Graveley briangraveley@arieschem.com, Dave Miller dmiller09@centurytel.net

heading to Machu Picu on MOtorcycles - first video from Cusco to Santa Teresa, Peru

We took the train from Cuzco to Aguas Calientes, and then the bus all the way up the mountain…  these guys got to Santa Teresa on bikes 
but had to take the train from there…

day 9 -   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LtwtuR1hdsA

day 10- https://www.youtube.com/watch?annotation_id=annotation_1640539119&feature=iv&src_vid=LtwtuR1hdsA&v=WGyFpbmo-S4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LtwtuR1hdsA
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From: Carlos Nagel cnagel6@cox.net
Subject: Re: Ride to South America

Date: December 28, 2014 at 9:24 AM
To: Chris Graveley cgraveley8@gmail.com
Cc: Brian Graveley briangraveley@arieschem.com, Dave Miller dmiller09@centurytel.net

f
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LtwtuR1hdsA

On Dec 28, 2014, at 6:33 AM, Chris Graveley <cgraveley8@gmail.com> wrote:

Here is the hyperlink 

http://youtu.be/PHdIECkvWt8

Chris Graveley 
Cgraveley8@gmail.com

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 27, 2014, at 11:27 PM, Brian Graveley <briangraveley@arieschem.com> wrote:

I watched the 1st one Carlos…….very cool….
 
Then I found this one
 
Check this out!!
 
Utube
 
STUNTER 13 - 1st PLACE PLUS STUNT GRAND PRIX 2013
 
 
Brian
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From: Carlos Nagel cnagel6@cox.net
Subject: Re: Ride to South America

Date: December 28, 2014 at 8:36 AM
To: Chris Graveley cgraveley8@gmail.com
Cc: Brian Graveley briangraveley@arieschem.com, Dave Miller dmiller09@centurytel.net

I’ve been practicing, just give me a little time!

On Dec 28, 2014, at 6:33 AM, Chris Graveley <cgraveley8@gmail.com> wrote:

Here is the hyperlink 

http://youtu.be/PHdIECkvWt8

Chris Graveley 
Cgraveley8@gmail.com

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 27, 2014, at 11:27 PM, Brian Graveley <briangraveley@arieschem.com> wrote:

I watched the 1st one Carlos…….very cool….
 
Then I found this one
 
Check this out!!
 
Utube
 
STUNTER 13 - 1st PLACE PLUS STUNT GRAND PRIX 2013
 
 
Brian

mailto:cgraveley8@gmail.com
http://youtu.be/PHdIECkvWt8
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From: Carlos Nagel cnagel6@cox.net
Subject: Re: Ride to South America

Date: December 27, 2014 at 12:14 PM
To: Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities Carlos.Nagel@us.nestle.com
Cc: shashiharsha@yahoo.com, Brian Kunzelmann bpkunzelmann@gmail.com, Brian Graveley (briangraveley@arieschem.com)

briangraveley@arieschem.com, avkgf@yahoo.com

Here are a few good ones…   you can search for more././.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85VErvTqgWc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmvz6XpwAa0     Peru

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LR1NPwvcCT8

On Dec 27, 2014, at 8:47 AM, Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities <Carlos.Nagel@us.nestle.com> wrote:

Hi Harsha, thanks for the good wishes and Happy Holidays for you  and your family too..   
same thing for your brother and his family.  Hi Ashoka, welcome to the group.
 
Quick update:
 

1.       Unfortunately Brian Kunzelman is no longer going with us…  
2.       I will be retired, so I can go at any time.  However, we (as a team) have to come up 

with a departure date, I will let Brian Gravely get his concerns/comments in…   
3.       Remember we have to get through tropical zones with lots of rain, best if we hit those 

areas at the low rainy season…
4.       Not all roads will be paved, we will be on dirt and sand roads, especially if we take 

side trips.  I think your 1800cc Goldwing is great for paved roads, but you will have a 
hard time on dirt/sand roads, especially two up  (that’s just my opinion though).  I will 
try to send you some links to videos of potential dirt roads we may hit, hopefully this 
weekend. 

 
Regards,
 
Carlos
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From: shashiharsha@yahoo.com [mailto:shashiharsha@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Saturday, December 27, 2014 7:09 AM
To: Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities
Cc: Brian Kunzelmann; Brian Graveley (briangraveley@arieschem.com); cnagel6@cox.net
Subject: Re: Ride to South America
 
Hi this is Harsha vardhan from New York. Happy Holidays to everybody.My preferred dates for 
South American motor cycle trip will be September Or Jan of 2016.It is difficult to get time off 
during November  and December .I have to inform my employer way ahead of time.And another 
thing is  I am planning to ride two up on my Honda gold wing gl1800. Since my  Brother is an 
medical doctor, he has to plan ahead of the time. My brother's name is Dr.Ashoka vardhan and 
his email address is avkgf@yahoo.com. Pl include him in email address. Any suggestion and 
advise about this trip will be highly appreciated. let us stay together and make this motor cycle 
trip to South America great success. Hope to hear from everybody.GOOD LUCK.
HARSHA
Sent from my iPad

On Dec 9, 2014, at 1:42 PM, "Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities" 
<Carlos.Nagel@us.nestle.com> wrote:

 
I spent a couple of hours last night on this e-mail but I think it is important that we 
start communicating and planning.  I’m sending this email only to those seriously 
interested on this trip.    Please read in detail all the postings and post some 
information of your own.  
 
FYI…  attached are a couple of recent e-mails. Please reply to all.
 
Brian Gravely invited us to a pre-ride in the NY Adirondacks early next fall for a 
“get to know each other” type reunion…    I think that’s a great idea.  Thanks 
Brian.
 
Where do we start the journey?     where are we aiming to go?
 
·         I gather that most everyone is aiming to ship the bikes to Cartagena, 

Colombia rather than ride through central America…. I’m ok with that…   
(Comments ??)

·         I’m open to any side trips,  however this will extend the journey.   The side 
trip to Machu-Pichu is a must.

·         will go south as long as the ride schedule permits (or the weather 
permits).     

·         Those who need to return to USA ahead of the group must make 
arrangements on their own.

·         Others may decide to continue longer.    I’m ok with that..  (comments ??)
 
How long are we traveling?
 
·         Carlos:                  I will be retired, I can go for as long it takes…    I hear 5 

weeks?  .. I’m ok with that..  (comments ??)

mailto:shashiharsha@yahoo.com
mailto:shashiharsha@yahoo.com
mailto:briangraveley@arieschem.com
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weeks?  .. I’m ok with that..  (comments ??)
·         Brian G:
·         Brian K:
·         Harsha:

 
Departure date:    I don’t think we should go before November –December 
2015.  We must aim to the lowest rainfall throughout the country/journey and hit 
the high Andes passes on the dry months.
·         please look at the circled and highlighted rainfall amounts.   December –

January looks good
·         Summer in the southern hemisphere is January-April

 
, we want to stay in the yellow, orange of light blues… stay away from the dark 
blues!  ..  (comments ??)
 
<image004.jpg>
When can you go?
·         Carlos:                  Any time after I retire!   After October?  November? ..  

(comments ??)
·         Brian G:
·         Brian K:
·         Harsha:

 
Type of bikes: 
·         Must strive to get common denominator among all bikes if by all means 

possible (spare parts, repair manuals, etc) .  
·         Dual sports are the best. 
·         Will follow the Pan-American Highway North to South, but will take side 

trips, some on dirt and sand roads.
·         Two up is fine, but the load will be very heavy, especially on dirt and sand 

roads. 
 
Passports, Visas and bike documents: 
·         No need for visas if you have a US passport, they will stamp a temporary 

30 day entry to the country @ the entry point.   
·         With other (non USA) passports you need to call the each of the 

consulates and request information or a visa ahead of time.
·         Some countries may require a fee, others not. 

 
Hotels, hostels, bread & b’ fasts?  -
·         will stay away from motels…  in south America “motels” are for “quick” 

dates only… you get charged by the hour!  
·         hostels and BB’s are fine.
·          It is a good idea to take a tent and a good/warm sleeping bag in case we 

need to camp by roadside. 
·         We will learn as we go of what our needs would be, but a mini camp  

cook stove and a pot would be handy in case of an emergency.   
 



 
Please reply to all.
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From: Brian Kunzelmann [mailto:bpkunzelmann@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 08, 2014 3:31 PM
To: Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities
Subject: Re: FW: Coriolis effect demonstration at the equatorial line.
 
Hey Carlos,
 
Pretty cool.  I liked the link to the fellow's pictures from his trip through S. America 
as well.  
 
I talked to Harsha last night.  He is the Indian fellow I met in Staten Island this 
Summer.  He works for the NYC Port Authority and it sounds like he and his 
brother would like to go with us on the South American ride, but he has to let his 
work know a long time in advance for this kind of time off.  He mentioned us 
starting the first of Sept.  My son's birthday is Sept 12 and I will need to be home 
for that.  I am wondering if we could start Sept 15?  I was thinking we were going 
to be riding more during the Winter, their Summer.  I understand the issue with 
Christmas and New Year, but come on, this is a once in a lifetime sort of deal.  Are 
people not going to go because of the holiday's?  I am okay with going in 
September, but I don't want to go so early that we won't be able to make it through 
some of the highest mountain passes because of snow.  Any thoughts?
 
Harsha was talking about having a group phone call.  What do you think?
 
Brian
 
On Mon, Dec 8, 2014 at 1:47 PM, Nagel,Carlos,FORT 
SMITH,Engineering/Utilities <Carlos.Nagel@us.nestle.com> wrote:
 
 
Coriolis effect…   food for thought!
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IIVfoDuVIw

mailto:bpkunzelmann@gmail.com
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IIVfoDuVIw
 
yes, I have lots of shtuff to do!
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From: Carlos Nagel cnagel6@cox.net
Subject: Re: Ride to South America

Date: December 13, 2014 at 8:55 PM
To: Brian Kunzelmann bpkunzelmann@gmail.com
Cc: Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities Carlos.Nagel@us.nestle.com, Brian Graveley (briangraveley@arieschem.com)

briangraveley@arieschem.com, shashiharsha@yahoo.com

Hi Brian, thanks for the reply.

Here is a shipping/forwarder to consider.   Contact name is Gaston.   You may get in touch with him and reference my name as I have already 
contacted him a couple of times.  

http://advrider.com/forums/showthread.php?t=741582

So far, if it wasn’t for my wife’s nagging I would absolutely have no problem riding through central America and meet with the rest of the Riders 
in Cartagena…  I’m still working on her!    

For consideration:  Please remember that we have a house in Cochabamba, Bolivia that we could use as a staging place.  If someone needs 
to head back home to the USA, once in Machu Pichu, we could ride the Ttiticaca Lake shore’s, pass La Paz, and down the Andes to 
Cochabamba.  We could stay there for as long as we want/need, store and repair the bikes, etc…  thereafter we could reconvine and continue 
the journey.   

SAFETY should be our first priority, lets not consider this a Dakar race.  I’m with you, I’m planning to soak-up the local culture, the food, the 
sightseeing throughout every leg of the journey as this will be the lifetime trip for me.  

Other: Have any of your watch the movie “the motorcycle diaries”?  ( http://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/the-motorcycle-diaries-2004 )…  
have you heard of Che Guevara?    if you haven’t, you may want to watch it as we will be riding many of the roads these folks did.   i met Che 
Guevara by pure coincidence during the mardy grass festivity in 1967,  in Oruro, Bolivia…..  details later! ….  also, Che Guevara was killed in 
a school house in Higueras, Bolivia…  very close to the farm where my wife Gina used to live at.

Enjoy your Holidays.  Merry Christmas and Happy New Year..!

On Dec 11, 2014, at 1:34 PM, Brian Kunzelmann <bpkunzelmann@gmail.com> wrote:

Hey all,

First, I want to say thank you to Carlos for spearheading this trip.  Also, thank you to Brian for inviting us to all meet in NY.

I am retired like Carlos will be soon.  I would love to ride through Central America to see some of the amazing historical and cultural things 
places there.  But, I understand some of the constraints we have for time and it may be that Central America is something we do as a 
separate trip at another time.  

Does someone have a preference where to ship from? NY?  FL

I just sent an e-mail to MSC shipping who has offices in Cartagena to see if they have any advice about container shipping motorcycles and 
which US port would be best to ship from.

I have time as I am retired so I look forward to exploring as much as possible an not just rocketing through.  I am good with a Departure date 
anytime that provides us with the greatest opportunity to have the driest weather.  I ride a 2008 BMW R 1200 GSA.  I got it last year in Feb 
with 46K on it.  I now have 131K on it having traveled extensively around the US some through Canada and Alaska.

I have done a good bit of tent camping and am comfortable camping anywhere.

I look forward to hearing other people's thoughts and meeting everyone.  I only know of Carlos through Jimmy Hile who I met and stayed 
with this summer on my way from ME to KS.  I know Harsha when I met him as I was riding from GA to NY to see my son-in-law graduate 
from Law School.

I hope you all have a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Brian Kunzelmann
478-335-4714
Macon, GA

On Tue, Dec 9, 2014 at 2:42 PM, Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities <Carlos.Nagel@us.nestle.com> wrote:

 

I spent a couple of hours last night on this e-mail but I think it is important that we start 

http://advrider.com/forums/showthread.php?t=741582
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I spent a couple of hours last night on this e-mail but I think it is important that we start 
communicating and planning.  I’m sending this email only to those seriously interested on this trip.    
Please read in detail all the postings and post some information of your own.  

 

FYI…  attached are a couple of recent e-mails. Please reply to all.

 

Brian Gravely invited us to a pre-ride in the NY Adirondacks early next fall for a “get to know each 
other” type reunion…    I think that’s a great idea.  Thanks Brian.

 

Where do we start the journey?     where are we aiming to go?

 

·         I gather that most everyone is aiming to ship the bikes to Cartagena, Colombia rather than ride 
through central America…. I’m ok with that…   (Comments ??)

·         I’m open to any side trips,  however this will extend the journey.   The side trip to Machu-Pichu 
is a must.

·         will go south as long as the ride schedule permits (or the weather permits).     

·         Those who need to return to USA ahead of the group must make arrangements on their own.

·         Others may decide to continue longer.    I’m ok with that..  (comments ??)

 

How long are we traveling?

 

·         Carlos:                  I will be retired, I can go for as long it takes…    I hear 5 weeks?  .. I’m ok 
with that..  (comments ??)

·         Brian G:

·         Brian K:

·         Harsha:

 

Departure date:    I don’t think we should go before November –December 2015.  We must aim to 
the lowest rainfall throughout the country/journey and hit the high Andes passes on the dry months.

·         please look at the circled and highlighted rainfall amounts.   December –January looks good

·         Summer in the southern hemisphere is January-April

 

, we want to stay in the yellow, orange of light blues… stay away from the dark blues!  ..  (comments 
??)
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When can you go?

·         Carlos:                  Any time after I retire!   After October?  November? ..  (comments ??)

·         Brian G:

·         Brian K:

·         Harsha:

 

Type of bikes: 

·         Must strive to get common denominator among all bikes if by all means possible (spare parts, 
repair manuals, etc) .  

·         Dual sports are the best. 

·         Will follow the Pan-American Highway North to South, but will take side trips, some on dirt and 
sand roads.

·         Two up is fine, but the load will be very heavy, especially on dirt and sand roads. 

 

Passports, Visas and bike documents: 

·         No need for visas if you have a US passport, they will stamp a temporary 30 day entry to the 
country @ the entry point.   

·         With other (non USA) passports you need to call the each of the consulates and request 
information or a visa ahead of time.

·         Some countries may require a fee, others not. 

 

Hotels, hostels, bread & b’ fasts?  -

·         will stay away from motels…  in south America “motels” are for “quick” dates only… you get 
charged by the hour!  

·         hostels and BB’s are fine.

·          It is a good idea to take a tent and a good/warm sleeping bag in case we need to camp by 
roadside. 

·         We will learn as we go of what our needs would be, but a mini camp  cook stove and a pot would 
be handy in case of an emergency.   

 

Please reply to all.
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From: Brian Kunzelmann [mailto:bpkunzelmann@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 08, 2014 3:31 PM
To: Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities
Subject: Re: FW: Coriolis effect demonstration at the equatorial line.

 

Hey Carlos,

 

Pretty cool.  I liked the link to the fellow's pictures from his trip through S. America as well.  

 

I talked to Harsha last night.  He is the Indian fellow I met in Staten Island this Summer.  He works for the NYC Port Authority and it 
sounds like he and his brother would like to go with us on the South American ride, but he has to let his work know a long time in advance 
for this kind of time off.  He mentioned us starting the first of Sept.  My son's birthday is Sept 12 and I will need to be home for that.  I am 
wondering if we could start Sept 15?  I was thinking we were going to be riding more during the Winter, their Summer.  I understand the 
issue with Christmas and New Year, but come on, this is a once in a lifetime sort of deal.  Are people not going to go because of the 
holiday's?  I am okay with going in September, but I don't want to go so early that we won't be able to make it through some of the highest 
mountain passes because of snow.  Any thoughts?

 

Harsha was talking about having a group phone call.  What do you think?

 

Brian

 

On Mon, Dec 8, 2014 at 1:47 PM, Nagel,Carlos,FORT SMITH,Engineering/Utilities <Carlos.Nagel@us.nestle.com> wrote:

 

 

Coriolis effect…   food for thought!

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IIVfoDuVIw

 

yes, I have lots of shtuff to do!
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